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There is that wonderful moment before one settles
down to read perhaps a "meaty new novel" 1,
the newest glossy magazine issue or an
intriguing new journal - of anticipation,
expectancy and possibility. In Unknown
Quantitie s we explore the possibilities,
expectanc ies and anticipations of reading
by distorting them. Through these "crisp
pages that beg to be thumbed" 2 we traverse
the avenues of transgression and taboo as
the abject "reveals itself with every turn
of the page". 3
Unknown Quantities presents to you its second
incarnation in an on-going series of annual
student -led publications, merging the
written words of MA Culture, C riticism
& Curation with the design philosophy
of MA Communication Design at Central
Saint Martins.

Playing with reading conventions through image
and text, Unknown Quantities bridges
the theoretical abject and its literal nature:
typography is diluted in water or melted
with acid . We invite the reader to explore
new ways of absorbing the written word.
From the outset, our aim was to provide a
conversational platform to discuss those
subjects we at times forget to consider. For
this second issue we explore "the abject"
as a state of being cast off. We shed light
on how abjection moves beyond theory
into the real world of social and cultural
transgres sion thro ugh an exploration of
personal experiences, cultural practices
and everything in-between. This dialogue
exam ines how being cast off shapes our
individual and collective identities as
well as informing t!1espaces we inhab it.
We welcome you ro this second edition of
Unknown Quantities .

l Editorial. t ·11knmc11
QJ11111tilrt,
I 21,I l 1. l.

2 ibid.
3 ibid.

"O ne do es not know it, one does not desu-e
it, one j oys in it." 1
The abject is a contradiction. It is part of the
foundation of our identity, but at the same
time reveals how fragile and unstable that
foundation is. The literal meaning of the
abject is "cast-off'' and it is this theory, at its
core, that represents this contradiction: as
much as we want to get rid of it, we cannot.
It is essentially a part of us, inseparably
connected to the fabric of ourselves.
The abject, as a theoretical concept, is large ly
credited to Bulgarian-French philosopher ,
feminist and psychoanalystjulia Kristeva
and her book Powersof Horror(1982). She
describes abjection as physical manifestations,
the facets that are understood to be impure
or inappropriate for public display or
discussion: "refuse and corpses show me
what I permanently thrust aside in order
to live."2 For Kristeva this is a mechanism
that is necessary for protecting the autonomy
and coherence of the self: the subject can
abject and be made abject at the same time.
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The abject does not mere ly represent what we must
cast off for our own sake a nd for that of
society, but it feeds int o a much stronger
need. We have learned to ignor e and forget
this desire, yet it remains so strong that it
compels us to transgress boundaries and
disobey rules to fulfil it. The a~jection lies in
our reaction to the breakdown in meaning
that results from our transgressions; the loss
of distinction between subject and object,
between self and other . AU of a sudden
we have lost sight of ourselves, and must
re-evaluate and re-negotiate who we are in
regards to the boundaries we have crossed
and the rules we have broken .
Elizabeth Grosz extends Kristeva's definition
beyond the physical body and writes in
"The Body of Signification", "th is waste
can never be definite ly and permanently
externalised; it is the subject; it cannot be
comp letely expelled ." 3 We must understand
the abject as part of a larger structure,
in which it has a specific function and

place, allowing us to exte nd its meaning
beyond the body into the larger world ,
both physical and non- physical.
In creating this issue of Unknown Quantities,
we, designers and writers, have embraced
Krist eva's notion of the subject itself
performing abjection and have car ried
out a type of abjection ourselves. By writing
about societal and cultu ral taboos, we have
transgr essed boundaries, exploring how
they inform and shape our individual and
collective identities as well as the spaces we
inhabit. Unknown Quantities takes an
abstract subjec t and sheds light on how it
moves to a conc rete space, how it changes
shape along the way as new meanings and
associations are constantly added . This issue
of Unknown Quantities is an attempt,
through text and image, to unveil the spaces
the abject inhabits, both real and imagined,
within history, society, culture and art - and,
most importantl y, within ourselves.

1. lulia Krist,·,·a. /\11('1'1:1
of' I hmm:·.·In f~,.,19
011.lhj,-(lim1,
1ra11~by Leon S R.oucli,·z1:\,·,,
York: Columb ia Lni\'l'r,it~ Pre·,,. 1!)8'.l
l. 9.

' ibid. :l.
1 Elizal)l'th c;rosz. "The Body of
Signifirnt iu11"in .1/firllion, .\.fd1md1ofi
11,md
f.JJ.-e:
'/11<I li11f.,f}u lia l,ii.1/era,rds.Joli11
Fktrhcr and .\ndre\\' lknjami11 ,Xc-w
York: Routlt'dgl', Jt)!)OJ. !)'-

The Desire for Imm orta lity and
the Fear of Death by Siyi Chen.
The cfli·cts ol" ,\1rntom) Art and
Gumhcr rnn Hagens·s Bo1!r11i,dd,
cxltibi tio11in Chinn,· ,oci,·t~.

The Blessing and the Curse
by Rhianne Sinclair-Phillips .
Jd)·tho lng) and photm~raplff
of" a lbinism \\ith photngraphir
artist, .)11
, 1in l)i I IJ.,"' all.

Rebecca Morgan.
. \rtis1 l·buun ·.
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Body by Bethany Rose Lamont.
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by Natalie Baerselman le Gros .
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Abjecting Subjectivities in Art by
KeJJy Worman &Janice Mitchell.
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ilw an of Tracey E111i11.
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